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SYNTHÈSE :

Cette note présente les premiers résultats d'une étude menée au sein de la DER
sur le comportement thermomécanique des jonctions boulonnées. Les chocs
thermiques subis au cours des transitoires d'exploitation engendrent des déformations
importantes de ce type d'assemblage, ainsi que des variations de l'effort de serrage de
la goujonnerie.

Ainsi, le gradient thermique dans la bride provoque au cours d'un choc chaud
un surserrage important dû au fait que la goujonnerie s'échauffe plus tardivement. Ce
surserrage peut atteindre 70 % de la valeur nominale, généralement au bout de 10 à
15 mn, puis se relaxe dès que le goujon s'échauffe à son tour. Une succession de chocs
chauds a pour conséquence la fatigue de l'assemblage lié notamment à la plastification
dans les filetages, ce qui se traduit par une perte permanente du serrage.

Réciproquement au cours de transitoires froids, le phénomène inverse
s'observe. La bride chaude se contracte brusquement au contact du fluide froid, ce qui
provoque une relaxation de la goujonnerie dilatée. La perte d'effort consécutive, qui
atteint jusqu'à 50% peut alors provoquer des fuites importantes, surtout si
l'assemblage a déjà perdu de son serrage nominal.

L'étude en cours s'appuie sur des essais et sur la modélisation. Il s'agit d'une
analyse paramétrique qui étudie l'influence des paramètres suivants :

- la position du limiteur d'écrasement,
- le matériau de la goujonnerie (l'emploi d'acier noir pour la goujonnerie sur

une bride en acier inoxydable ajoute au surserrage en cas de chocs chauds, le
coefficient de dilatation de l'acier au carbone restant inférieur à celui de l'inox,

- la valeur du serrage nominal.

Les essais sont menés sur des brides normalisées qui sont montées sur les
boucles thermohydrauliques du Site des RENARDIERES.

La simulation numérique accompagne ces essais. Elle tente de reproduire à
l'aide d'un calcul thermomécanique le comportement observé expérimentalement.
L'originalité de la modélisation réside dans l'emploi d'éléments de contact au niveau
du joint. Ceci permet de simuler les décollements dans cette zone au cours des
transitoires.

La bonne corrélation des résultats numériques et expérimentaux font espérer un
emploi avantageux de ce type de simulation pour la conception de ce type
d'assemblage.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

This paper presents first results obtained in an R&DD study on the
thermomechanical behaviour of bolted assemblies. Thermal shocks during operating
transients both severely distort such assemblies and cause variations in stud preloads.

So during a hot shock, the thermal gradient in the flange induced
over-tightening due to the differential thermal expansion involved. Over-tightening can
reach 70 % of the nominal value, usually after 10 to 15 mn, after which the stress
relaxes as soon as the heating affects the stud. A series of hot shocks causes assembly
fatigue, notably resulting in thread plasticization, making it impossible to tighten the
studs.

In the case of cold transients, the reverse phenomenon is observed. The hot
flange contracts sharply upon contact with the cold fluid, causing stress relief in the
expanded studs. The resulting loss of tensile stress, which reaches up to 50 %, can then
cause severe leakage, especially if the nominal tightening capacity is already impaired.

The study presented, based on tests and modelling, is a parametric analysis
considering the influence of the following parameters :

- position of the spacer ;
- stud materials (the use of carbon steel for studs on a stainless steel flange

exacerbates overtightening in the case of hot shocks, since the expansion coefficient of
carbon steel is below that of stainless steel ;

- the nominal tightening value.

Tests are being carried out on standard flanges in the RENARDIERES center
thermal hydraulic test loops.

Numerical simulation is undertaken in parallel, attempting to reproduce the
behaviour observed in the experiments, using a thermomechanical code. An original
aspect of the modelling consists in the use of contact elements around the joint,
enabling simulation of separations in this area during the transients.

Good agreement between numerical and experimental results would tend to
indicate that this type of simulation could be profitably used for the design of bolted
assemblies of this type.
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THERMOMECANICAL BEHAVIOUR OF BOLTED ASSEMBLIES

by Laurent SCLIFFET, EdF Research and development Division, France

1 .INTRODUCTION : Thermal shocks provoked by transients during operation lead to a
sharp increase in the tightening, which can damage the bolt theads during hot shocks, or loss
of tightening during cold shocks, which can lead to fluid leaks. In order to to improve
knowledge of these different phenomena, the Research and Development Division of EdF has
begun an analytic study on this subject, which combines numerical simulations with Aster
code (Thermomecanical Finite elements code developed by DER) and tests on
thermohydraulic loops . A comparison between the results of both approaches leads us to
expect that only the numerical approach would be sufficient to optimize such assemblies.

2.ORGANISATION OF THE STUDY :

The study consists in making these parameters change :

-Type of the bolt steel ( carbon steel 42CD4 or stainless steel Z6NCDTV 25-15) the difference
between the thermal expansion ratios leads to important differences in overtightening ( carbon
steel has a 40% lower ratio than stainless steel, so when the bolted link is hot, overtightening
is greater than in assemblies bearing stainless steel bolts)

-position of the joint crushing limiter (the joint is made of an expanded graphite annulus
between two steel crowns, one is a radial expansion limiter, the other is a longitudinal one )

This parameter is so important because when the flange is deformed throught the thermal
shock, it rotates on these crushing limiters;

-The nominal tightening value ( the lower value is the sum of the prescribed joint compression
force and the hydrostatic end force ) This force decreases because of the thread's adaptation,
so the purpose is to evaluate how many cycles are necessary to cause leakage.

-scale effect : two types of flanges are tested : 6" diameter and 3" diameter



2-1 Decrypting the tests'cells :

The standard flanges are assembled in pairs and are welded to 50-cm long tubes in order to
allow fastening to thermohydraulics loops .Series of alternatives chocs are applied to these
cells (hot shocks: the fluid heats from 60 to 280° C in 3 seconds, and cold shocks: the fluid
temperature decreases from 280 to 60 ° C, with 90-mn stabilization periods separating two
consecutive shocks).

Fig. 1: Type of standardized flange ( 3" flange).The bolts are longer on one side, for hydraulic
tensioning

Temperature

282-

60-

25» 120 mn tempt 2,5i 120 mn trnnw

Fig. 2 : Thermal transients (Hot shocks on right, cold shocks on left)



The instrumentation consists of two types of sensors :

- strain gauges on the bolts ( two strain gauges on the bolt shaft, one inside and one outside :
the purpose is to measure the bending of the bolts during thermal sliock : flange
deformation("umbrella effect") leads to an considerable bending of the bolts).

- movement detectors are set on small supports at the end of the flanges in order to evaluate
this deformation
-thermocouples are set on the flanges and on the bolt shaft in order to make a comparison with
the computations.

Fig. 3 & 4 : Detail of the strain gauges on the bolts'shaft-Overall assembly on a loop with
movement detectors

3. RESULTS ANALYSIS:

Hot shocks : tightening reached the maximum about a quarter; we can easily explain this
phenomenon : At the beginning of the transient; the flange dilates expands; crushing the
expansion limiter, and pulls at the bolts, increasing its tightening until the heat also reaches
the bolts, which expands itself, and also loosen. We can note from the following figures that
the bending is different according to the nominal force :
Cold shocks : to start with, the entire assembly is hot, when the cold water causes the thermal
shock, the internal skin contracts itself the flanges come closer together, while the bolts
remain longer hot and dilated. The consequence is a severe loss of tightening wich can lead to
major leaks if the initial joint compression load is too low.It takes a long time for the bolts to
cool, because of the short contact surface.
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Fig. 5 :We can see from these curves the develpments in time of the signal measured by the
strain gauges on the bolts for the minimum nominal tightening (stainless steel bolts, joint
compression of 30 Mpa). The white curve corresponds to the internal strain gauge, the black
one to the external one, and the average signal is proportional to the tightening force.lt could
be noted that the maximum tension in the bolt is reached about 900 seconds after the begining
of the shock, and that for such an amplitude, the average strength increases on about 50 %. A
study of the two curves (internal and external gauges) shows the significant bending in the
bolt due to the deformation of the flanges ("umbrella effect"). In fact, the bending increases
until the flange reaches the radial expansion limiter (about 300 sec. after the beginning of the
shock) and then the thermal expansion continues and leads to tensioning in the bolts. The
thermal uniformization of the link reduces the strength when the bolts are also made of
stainless steel.
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Fig 6 : These curves represent the same case for a nominal strength of 60 MPa. In fact, the
metal-to-metal contact is made at the begining on each metallic limiter and, as a consequence,
the strain gauges signals increase as soon as the hot shock happens, the tensioning effect is
more important than the bending one.
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Fig 7: With the same thermal shock, this curve represents the average value of the strain gauge
signal for the four instrumented bolts ( two on link A with external limiter, two on link B with
internal limiterait will be noted that there is no major difference regarding to the strength of
the bolts. Even if the curves seem to be parallel, it is interesting to consider the relative values
in the next figure :
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Fig 8: These are the same curves but in relative values. There is increased tightening in the
bolts which had the lower strength at the begining of the shock. (In fact this is the seventh
shock in the series, this is why there is a dispersion in the nominal values) .It appears that the
thermal shock leads to standardizing the bolts' strength. In the above figure, it will be noted
that bolts Al and B5 reach the same maximum value although the nominal value was
different.
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Fig 9: Cold shocks : the loss of tightening reaches its maximum value after about 5
mn.(About 50 or 60 % of loss)..The bolt which loses 60 % is whose less tightened at the
begining. During the first campaign, the nominal tightening was at its lower value and leaks
were observed 5 mn after the begining of the shock, with notable effects on the measured
signal.
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Fig 10: Comparison between the average signal on a bolt for the first shock and the seventh
shock. The figure shows a loss in the nominal value due to adaptation in the
assembly.Although the nominal value drops by about 30% through adaptation, following the
thermal shock, the tightening force has reaches the same minimum.
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4-NUMERICAL SIMULATION:

This paper sets out firstly to analyse the deformation in the assembly and improve
comprehension of the phenomena experimentaly observed, and secondly the purpose is also to
compare using the same geometry computings and tests, in order to assess in which way
computing analysis is sufficient for sizing of assemblies.

4-1 The models :

Two types of models are formed : an axisymmetric 2D model and a 3D model. In the 2D
model the bolts are simulated by a crown of elements with a equivalent Young modulus.The
advantage of such a model is its rapidity of creation. The elements are parabolic.The 3D
model shows 1/16 of the flange because the flange incorporates 8 bolts. The originality of
these models is the use of contact elements between the flange and the gasket's crushing
limiter,in order to evaluate when metal-to-metal contact is broken, leading to fluid leaks. Two
type of contact elements have been used : Face elements (2D and 3D) and volume elements
(3D)

Fig 11: the 3D-model (The elements are linear)
For the thermal model, a constant thermal exchange ratio of 16 000 W/m2K was given to the
internal face (Calculated by Colburn law). Resolution uses a linear algorithm.
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Fig 12: In order to test the numerical model with the experimental data some thermocouples
were set on the assembly . These curves make it possible to compare the measured
temperatures (continue curves) and the calculated ones at the same ponts where
thermocouples were set (discontinue ones).Contact between the different elements of the
assembly is assumed to be perfect, different experiments have shown that the introduction of
elements for thermal contact simulation is not necessary.The results of a linear thermal
computation are enough for such modelling (The physical values are taken at 170°C, which is
the average temperature of the assembly)
For the mecanical model, resolution uses a non-linear algorithm because of the contact
elements and the elasto-plasticity law of material behaviour (Flanges are made in a stainless
steel 304L)
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Fig 13: This figure compares the calculated values of the strength of the bolts obtained on the
2D and the 3D model, with two experimental curves (greater and lesser overtigthening) The
model assemblies seem to be more rigid than the real ones, but a better correlation should be
obtained by simulating the threads' behaviour.For such a simulation, we compare the
deformationof a 2D axisymmetrical model of a bolt with a simplified one where the threads
are simulated by a row of elements; the purpose is to find the equivalent Young modulus for
this area and to use it in the overall assembly model.
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Fig 14: This figure shows a comparison of the computing results and the experimental ones
for a cold shock, (in white: experimental values, in black numerical ones).It was stated that
one of the interests in such a simulation is to test contact elements in seal area. The following
two figures show the deformation in this area for a cold and a hot shock.

Fig 15 & 16: Deformation in the assembly for a cold shock on the right and for a hot one on
the left. It will be observed that during the hot shock the expansion progresses with the front
of heat, crushing the seal and the expansion limiter,while in a cold shock the internal skin
contracts, this can result in the flange becoming unstuck from the seal. The actual difficulty is
to find a good method of simulating the seal material (expanded graphite).However, for a cold
shock the maximum of distance between the flange and the seal on the finite element model is
reached about 7 mn after the begining of the shock, and the leaks were observed during the
tests at exactly this moment.

5. CONCLUSIONS :
This study is not finished. Many tests must be completed for a overall synthesis. However, the
results are still interesting and then indicates that modelling can now improve the
comprehension of the phenomena induced by thermal shocks. The contact elements provide
an accurate simulation of these assemblies, and EdF is now applying this type of simulation to
different industrial configurations (valves flanges, heat exchangers). The main advantage of
this type of simulation is the low cost relating to tests on loops or in nuclear plants.
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